Federal Funding Education Technology Solutions
Solutions for Anywhere Learning

VISUALSOUND®
Since 1967
The Source for Audio Visual Solutions!
Recover Your Academic Momentum

The **Federal Funding** from the COVID-19 Pandemic can cover a broad range of technology spending, making it overwhelming when choosing solutions to ensure that you’re getting the most out of your funding.

That’s where Visual Sound steps in. Let us assist you with your Federal grant funds to build and support the right innovative technology-based learning strategies for your school or district.

We work with you to implement your digital learning strategies to retool classrooms for social distancing and hybrid learning as a means to improve instruction and student achievement.

We’ve curated this catalog to showcase our recommended solutions to help recover academic momentum and assist with safely reopening buildings.
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SMART Interactive Flat Panels

SMART
6000S Series
Available in 65”, 75”, 86” Screen Size
Featuring industry-leading interactivity and learning tools, the SMART Board® 6000S is a powerful bridge between physical and digital learning. With an easy user experience and a competitive price point, it’s also a brilliant investment.

SMART
MX Series
Available in 55”, 65”, 75”, 86” Screen Size
With industry-leading touch, inking and personalization features, the SMART Board® MX is an investment in seamless interactivity that you can count on for years to come. And an incredibly easy user experience means minimal training time and tech support.

A SMART display for every classroom

DISCOVER YOUR PERFECT SMART BOARD!

6000s Series:
Best in Class
Touch technology:
HyPr Touch™ with InGlass™ 65”, 75”, 86” screen size

MX Series:
Powerfully Simple
Touch technology:
HyPr Touch™ with Advanced IR 55”, 65”, 75”, 86” screen size

GX Series:
All the essentials for a great price
Touch technology:
Advanced IR 55”, 65”, 75”, 86” screen size

See how Visual Sound & SMART are supporting Blended Learning
Interactive Flat Panels

ClearTouch
6000K+ sizes, 65”, 75” and 86”
7000XE sizes, 43” 65” and 86”
A crystal-clear, anti-glare LCD display with 4K True HD Resolution—even on the Android side—ensures an optimal viewing experience with extreme clarity from any angle, even with the room lights on.

ViewSonic
Viewboard Series
Available in various sizes
A centerpiece for collaboration, ViewSonic ViewBoard IFP50 interactive displays deliver incredible interactive capabilities for 21st century classrooms. Featuring huge touchscreens, ViewBoard displays let multiple users write, edit, and draw on screen for dynamic presentations and creative brainstorming.

eGlass
Supports Hybrid Learning
Available in 35” and 50” Models
- Integrated camera captures writing and teacher’s face
- The image is ‘flipped’ so writing reads left-to-right
- Connects to computer via USB cable
- LED lighting is injected into glass
- Live video is displayed on projector or flat panel
- Any existing lesson plans, any format, can be brought on eGlass and written on
PTZ/Web Cameras

Vaddio
PTZ Camera
The RoboSHOT 12E USB HD PTZ camera is the leader in professional A/V conferencing cameras. Simultaneous HDMI, IP (H.264) streaming, uncompressed USB 3.0 streaming.

Minrray
PTZ Camera
Full HD, Wide View Angle, Multi-protocols, Multiple Video Interfaces.

Minrray
Web Camera
Full HD image, High quality CMOS sensor. USB 2.0 interface, plug and play.

ClearTouch
Web Camera
The ClearTouch® web camera extends the business and educational capabilities of ClearTouch® panels, allowing for easy video and audio capabilities to your interactive panel. The web camera features a 1080P camera and built-in microphone so your entire class can be seen and heard.

Jabra Panacast
PanaCast Panoramic Web Conferencing Camera
Jabra PanaCast works with all leading video and audio conferencing solutions, and is certified for use with Microsoft Teams & Zoom.
Classroom Audio Reinforcement

FrontRow
Juno All-In-One Classroom Audio
FrontRow’s JUNO all-in-one classroom audio solution has integrated Bluetooth® connectivity to provide rich audio amplification for both voice and media while being quick and easy to setup and use. Juno also supports remote and hybrid learning environments by seamlessly integrating with popular video conferencing solutions like Zoom®, Google Meet®, GoToMeeting® and more to bring the classroom to remote students and remote students into the classroom.

RedCat
Lightspeed All-In-One Classroom Audio
The Lightspeed RedCat All-in-one classroom audio system with a flat-panel speaker design and wireless teacher microphone to deliver highly intelligible speech everywhere in the room.

Jabra
Bluetooth Speakerphone
The Jabra Speak 510 is a portable speakerphone that gives you the power to turn any room into a conference room. Regardless of your location and your timeline, you can now join the conversation anytime, anywhere. Microphone pickup range up to 5ft.

Yamaha
Revolabs USB Speakerphone
The USB speakerphone UC 500 is a full duplex system allowing for audio playback and audio capture simultaneously. Its best-in-class speakers, microphones, and audio technology set a new standard for PC-based unified communications applications. 360 degree audio pickup within a 20 ft radius.
Document Cameras

Elmo
MO-2 Wireless Document Camera
MO-2 is Elmo’s first Android-based document camera, giving users the ability to browse the web and access educational apps over Wi-Fi or using a wired network connection. The MO-2 comes with built-in Miracast wireless display connectivity and a built-in battery that enables educators to move about the classroom to directly engage with students without having to be tethered to their desk.

Hovercam
Solo8+ Document Camera
Small footprint. Sturdy, metal construction. Pivoting camera head to capture almost any direction. Just one USB cable from document camera to computer. No power cable or extra cable for loop-through required. Easily switch between camera image and computer image with a mouse.

SMART
Flexible Arm Document Camera
With the camera, teachers transform images and videos of everyday objects, students’ work and all sorts of curiosities into interactive SMART Board® content.

Lumens
Ladibug Document Camera

Provides Flexibility in the Classroom
Adapters

**Targus**
Docking Station
Turn your device’s USB-C port into an HDMI or VGA output port with this compact single video docking station.

**Targus**
Bluetooth Mouse & Keyboard
Minimize the cords on your desk and free up some USB ports with a cordless mouse and keyboard combo.

**Comprehensive**
HDMI Cable Adapter
Comprehensive’s SuperSpeedplus 3.1 Cable Adapter allows the user to easily connect extra monitors to a laptop or desktop without having an extra graphic card.

**Comprehensive**
Essential Converter/Connection Kit
This kit Conveniently compiles all the necessary Type-C (USB 3.1) adapters for connecting your Macbook (2015), Dell, HP, Asus, Chromebook, Lenovo into one convenient kit.

**Cables to Go**
4 Port USB Hub
Perfect for connecting four USB devices to a PC using a single USB port

**Liberty**
Adapter Ring
New Adapter Ring 2.0 offers a flexible new way to tether your adapters.
Sanitizing/Thermal Solutions

**ClearTouch**
Digital Signage Sanitizing Station
Get™, the new breakthrough messaging system that is equally as concerned with cleanliness as it is message delivery.

**Goodview**
Facial Thermal Scanners
Supports human body temperature detection and temperature display.

**iCloths**
Sanitizing Technology Cleaning Wipes
Cleaning wipes with 70% Isopropyl Alcohol for use on devices and surfaces such as Laptops and Desktop Screens, Touchscreen Monitors, Automotive Displays, Aviation Displays, Whiteboards, LCD / LED / OLED TV Screens, Windows and more. Electronic safe & leaves no residue.

**Copernicus**
TechTub2 UV
In one minute, disinfect chromebooks, devices, robotics, headphones, toys and more to a 99.99% kill.
Sanitizing/Thermal Solutions

Copernicus
Portable True HEPA Air Purifier
Removes at least 99.97%** of airborne contaminants in one pass with dual True HEPA filters and helps circulate the air of an average classroom* 5.2 times per hour.

Copernicus
Double Hand Sanitizer Station
This sturdy stand is ideal for static areas like building entrances. Its height makes it appropriate not only in a school setting, but also for businesses and public spaces.

Copernicus
Portable Sink Cart
When running water isn’t available in the classroom (or anywhere in a school), these lightweight, portable sinks can be situated where needed. Great for makeshift learning spaces!
Digital Signage/Secondary Monitors

**ViewSonic**
LED Desktop Monitors
SuperClear® IPS panel for vivid picture quality and wider viewing angles

**NEC**
Accusync LED Desktop Monitors
Widescreen LED backlit IPS LCD desktop monitors that offers a large workspace with eco-friendly benefits.

**ViewSonic**
Presentation Displays
With a complete line of digital display solutions, ViewSonic ensure easy and efficient communication across your school or campus: from menu boards for your cafeteria, to wayfinding kiosks, and artistic video walls. A variety of software options let you easily create, upload and share content.

**Panasonic**
Professional Displays
Large 4K LED backlight flat panel Equiped with a protective glass and offering excellent reliability for professional use in rental & staging and high-end signage applications

**ClearTouch**
Mobile Digital Display
Evo Roll is a mobile, versatile and durable indoor & outdoor digital display with massive screen space and long lasting battery life.
Digital Signage/Secondary Monitors

UC View
Digital Signage Solutions
UCView has been providing digital signage solutions to schools for over a decade. It is the most flexible digital solution available for educational institutions. You can sign up for our cloud account without worrying local network setup or opt for on-premise server solution for maximum control.

Visix
AXIS TV - Digital Signage and Room Scheduling Solutions
Touch interactive meeting room signs are the perfect way to extend your digital signage to meeting areas. Show schedules from your own calendar application, with gorgeous, interactive screen designs.

ViewSonic
Free-Standing Digital ePoster Kiosk
The ViewSonic EP5540T is a 10-point interactive 55” all-in-one free-standing digital ePoster kiosk with a sleek, slim design. Great for grabbing attention in busy, high-traffic areas, the EP5540T comes with a scratch-proof tempered glass faceplate for added durability.

ViewSonic
Digital Display Hand Sanitizing Station
The ViewSonic® EP2410T-B1 is a Health Flex Hand Sanitizing Station bundled with a 24” touch display, media player, and hand sanitizer dispenser holder.
Screen Sharing Technology

Barco
ClickShare Wireless Presentation System
With ClickShare, you can make sure ideas receive the attention they deserve. This wireless presentation system allows users to simply share what’s on their laptop or mobile device, on the presentation screen. No cables, no set-up, no waiting to join in.

Barco
ClickShare Wireless Conferencing
ClickShare CX-30 from Barco offers a seamless wireless conferencing solution that can be used on any device to bring teams together—wherever they are in the world—to participate in inclusive meetings that generate the best ideas and discussion points.
Screen Sharing Technology

Mersive
Wireless Content Sharing & Streaming
Solstice Active Learning provides a software-based video routing solution used in multi-screen environments, such as active learning rooms, overflow spaces, and confidence monitors. The drag-and-drop interface allows users to virtually design rooms in minutes and route video in real-time all using the Solstice Active Learning app.

Crestron Air Media
AirMedia Presentation System
AirMedia gives you total flexibility to optimize every room and space with touchless presentation and collaboration, plus digital signage. Content sharing is the core of collaboration. AirMedia® technology makes it simple and safe, from the comfort of any personal device.

Extron Share Link
ShareLink Pro Wired & Wireless Presentation System
The ShareLink® Pro 1000 is a 4K Wired and Wireless Presentation System that enables anyone to present content from computers, tablets, or smartphones on a display for easy collaboration. It supports simultaneous display of up to four devices including an HDMI-connected device.
**Cart Storage Units**

**Copernicus**  
TechTub2 Modular Cart  
TechTub2® Modular Carts now include options which have a UV Tech Tub to create a complete device charging, storing and disinfecting solution that disinfects devices in one minute.

**Copernicus**  
TechTub2  
The Tech Tub stores up to 6 iPads, depending on the iPad case. Store, charge and carry your devices anywhere in the school with ease.

**Copernicus**  
TechTub2 Trolley  
Our popular Tech Tub2 Trolleys now include options which have a UV Tech Tub to create a complete device charging, storing and disinfecting solution.

**Luxor**  
Tablet/Chromebook Charging Cart  
Luxor Tablet / Chromebook Charging Carts safely charge, store and transport tablets and Chromebooks to meet the evolving IT needs of classrooms and dynamic work environments. Fully certified to the UL 60950-1 / cULus safety standards, they feature a strong, simple design.

**Spectrum**  
Mobile Device Charging Cart  
The Connect18™ Mobile Device Cart will store, transport, and charge up to 18 devices. The superior all-metal overhead cord management system keeps charge cords organized above each storage bay. There is also a large tray for easy brick storage.
Carts for Panel Mobility

Copernicus
iRover2 Cart for Interactive Flat Panels
The frame is specifically designed for rugged school environments. The design and placement of the legs, along with the electric lift function support ease-of-access for all students, including those with special needs accommodations.

Copernicus
iRover2 Cart for Interactive Flat Panels - Base Model
This model has 6 fixed height settings (upon assembly). The design and placement of the legs support ease-of-access for all students, including those with special needs accommodations.

Conen
Motorized Mobile Stand for Interactive Flat Panels
Motorized mobile height & tilt adjustable monitor stand providing extended 28” vertical travel. Tilt & table feature to position the display in any tilted position between 0 and 90 and is compatible with 42”-75” flat panels. Ideal for students in wheelchairs.

Discover Our IFP & Copernicus Cart Bundles
► SMART
► ClearTouch
► ViewSonic
Floor Stands/Mounts

**Diversitrack**
Track Technology Wall Mount System
Diversitrack™ TV, allows you to mount your big screen LED or LCD TV screen in front of almost anything on your classroom or boardroom wall!

**Diversitrack**
Track Technology Wall Mount System
Diversimount™ is a universal, stationary, over-chalk-board wall mount supporting interactive whiteboards, standard and interactive projectors, dry erase boards and big screen LED TV's.

**Conen**
Adjustable Wall Mount
The SCETA-LITE is designed for touch screen monitors up to 86". The units feature a monitor mount with “pull & release” locking brackets for quick and easy mounting of the monitor.

**Chief**
Over-the-Whiteboard Interactive Display Mount
The Over-the-Whiteboard Interactive Display Mount allows for easy installation and adjustment of heavy interactive flat panel displays over existing chalkboards or whiteboards.
Control Systems/Conference & Huddle Rooms

**Extron**
Extron control systems including MediaLink, IP Link, and TouchLink.

**Crestron**

**Vaddio**
Video Conferencing Bundle
Ideal for video conferencing rooms, ConferenceSHOT AV integrates a high definition PTZ camera and audio conferencing mixer into a single USB 3.0 device, so you can easily connect up to two microphones and an external speaker directly to the camera. Easy plug and play functionality with all major UCC soft clients such as Microsoft Teams, Google Meet and Zoom.
Zspace
AR/VR All-In-One Computer
zSpace combines elements of AR and VR to create lifelike experiences that are immersive and interactive.

Class VR
VR Headset
ClassVR’s standalone headset is fully classroom ready. No additional mobile device is needed, the headset delivers a fully immersive VR experience whilst being wirelessly managed and controlled by our innovative ClassVR Teacher Portal.

StemFuse
Game It Curriculum
This is an intermediate level course in game design and development that engages students in a real life game development company. Throughout the course students act as a game development company to plan, design, build, and market an original game.

StemFuse
STEM It Elementary Curriculum
STEM: IT Challenge topics utilize common skills found in STEM (science, technology, engineering, and mathematics) which includes logical and creative thinking, the design process, and collaboration.
FEDERAL FUNDING TECHNOLOGY SOLUTIONS

STEM

Robotis
DREAM II Robotics Kit
Robotis DREam II Level 1 is an entry level robotics kit optimized for learning and teaching robotics.

Robotis
Humanoid Robot Robotics Kit
The ROBOTIS MINI is a programmable miniaturized humanoid robot.

Dremel
3D Printer
The 3D40 comes fully assembled from the factory and includes everything you need to go from unboxing to your first print in 10 minutes.

Boxlight Mimio
LabDisc
Labdisc helps students connect and engage with science from wherever they are.
Sphero
BOLT Power Pack Programmable Robots
The BOLT Power Pack compiles the best of Sphero’s STEM solutions all in one package for the classroom. Use Sphero BOLT programmable robots to teach students programming while completing educational activities.

Copernicus
STEM Maker Station
The STEM Maker Station provides loads of flexible storage options that allows the cart to carry everything from robotic parts to paints, tools and manipulatives.

Copernicus
3D Printer Cart
This 3D Printer Cart allows printing equipment to be shared around the school easily and keeps everything that you need close at hand. The 3D Printing Cart is also ideal for libraries where diverse creative activities are undertaken and space is limited.
Furniture/Easels/Bikes

**Mooreco**
Desktop Privacy Panels
Desktop Privacy Panels

**Mooreco**
Hierarchy Shapes Desk + Porcelain Steel Top
Hierarchy Shapes Desk + Porcelain Steel Top

**Mooreco**
Compass MakerSpace Table
Compass MakerSpace Table

**Mooreco**
MediaSpace Multimedia & Collaboration Table
MediaSpace Multimedia & Collaboration Table

**Copernicus**
Self-regulation Classroom Cruisers
Grades PreK-2 and grades 3-6
2 models to choose from – with desktop and backrest or handle bars only
Furniture/Easels

**Spectrum**
Tablet/Chromebook/Laptop Charging Cabinet
Solutions for storage and charging that don’t take up a lot of space. Hang on walls, or stack on tables from Spectrum Furniture.

**Luxor**
Student Manual Adjustable Desk
This desk aids classroom organization with convenient backpack hooks, a spacious open book box and an open lower shelf. Enhance your school’s learning experience and move toward the future with standing desk classrooms.

**Copernicus**
U-Shaped Clear Dry-Erase Divider Kit
This U-shaped configuration provides a clear, dry-erase divider for individual desks or group tables.

**Copernicus**
Mobile Tech Station Premium
The Mobile Tech Station premium model includes everything needed to make switching between programs and devices while teaching quick and seamless. Includes Dewey the Document Camera Mount that holds tablets or smartphones, Height-adjustable laptop tray (holds up to a 17” laptop), Ring light with three colour modes and brightness adjustment, Portable Pack and Go Whiteboard Easel on the back, multiple storage options, and optional FrontRow Juno Speaker Mount. Height-adjustable for sitting or standing upon assembly.
Furniture/Easels

Copernicus
Pack and Go Whiteboard Easel
This handy easel is lightweight, has a comfortable shoulder strap for hands-free carrying, a marker pocket and a kickstand to set it up at an angle. It can sit on the ground, picnic tables or be used anywhere in a school and can also be hung by attaching the strap to the hooks (hangs portrait or landscape).

Copernicus
Clear Dry-Erase Wide Room Divider
This 47” wide mobile clear divider can move anywhere needed to provide a see-through barrier between larger work stations and reception areas and the acrylic surface is dry-erase making it even more useful.

Copernicus
Clear Dry-Erase Chart Stand
We’ve updated our popular Deluxe Chart Stand to have a clear acrylic dry-erase surface making it even more flexible in the classroom. It can be used as a room divider between students when needed (book ledge can be removed). Hang chart, graph paper or fill-in-the-blank activities on the hooks and write on the clear dry-erase surface allowing them to be used over and over again. Hang a green paper to create a green screen backdrop for stop animation and video production.
Screens & Projectors

**Epson**

Projectors

Epson Education Projectors for Classrooms including the newest low-cost laser projectors are made for today’s teaching environment and create immersive, laser-focused learning. Projector types include Ultra Short-Throw Interactive, Short-Throw, and Standard-Throw to fit any classroom’s need.

**NEC**

Large Venue Projectors

SHARP/NEC’s superior line of projectors consists of both multimedia projectors, providing crystal-clear images for large and small spaces and digital cinema projectors, offering incredible clarity and detail.

**Da-lite**

Ceiling Projection Screen

The Tensioned Advantage® ceiling recessed electric screen series is designed with ceiling trim in place, to conceal the rough opening eliminating the need to complete additional trim work once the screen is installed.

**Draper**

Portable Projection Screen

This lightweight, portable projection screen offers a clean, simple design with a black “rise” below the image area. An infinitely adjustable telescoping mast provides fast, easy set-up by locking with a twist to position the screen at the desired height on the floor or tabletop. The durable, self-contained, extruded aluminum case with a black powder coat finish and built-in carrying handle provides easy transport.

**Draper**

Ceiling Projection Screen

Acumen™ V presents an attractive below the ceiling projection screen designed for maximum flexibility and to meet the demand of heavy use, yet still look elegant in today’s interiors.
Large Venue Sound & Video

From school concerts to guest speakers to special performances, your large venue spaces need to be versatile with audio visual solutions that match. The certified industry professionals at Visual Sound will design a custom sound system and video presentation solution that will fit your needs at a price worthy of a standing ovation!

- Auditoriums
- Cafeterias
- Gymnasiums
- Lecture Halls
- Student Centers
- Sports Fields/Arenas/Stadiums
TV / Radio Studios

Panasonic
Live Switcher
The AV-UHS500 4K live video switcher demonstrates outstanding live video production performance in the field for use in a variety of applications, such as event staging, morning announcements, broadcast at stations and live trucks, lectures on college campuses, and conference halls.

Newtek
TriCaster Video Production System
Communicating effectively has never been more important than it is right now and creating content that is just as good as network style TV is what people expect. Ensure your content is available and accessible with one of the most complete video production systems on the planet. etc. Ensure your content is available and accessible with one of the most complete video production systems on the planet.

Broadcasting is an ever-changing medium; from network and closed circuit TV to podcasts and live streaming on social media, students need a learning environment that can keep up with the trends!

- Broadcast Tv Studios
- Radio & Recording Suites
- Studio Lighting
- Video Production Switchers
- Broadcast Quality Cameras
- Microphones
- Curtain Systems
- Chromakey
- Signal Routers
- Teleprompters
- Character Generation
- Post-Production Editing
- Audio Production Consoles
- Video Broadcast Programming Automation
Just like learning, Professional Development is not always a one-size-fits-all style.

Visual Sound works with you to tailor professional learning to the needs of individual educators for assistance in effectively integrating technology into curricula and instruction.

Support your teachers with the resources they need to help improve learning & educational outcomes such as:

▸ Using selected devices, platforms, online assessments, or digital materials
▸ Implementing digital learning tools effectively
▸ Integrating technology with high-quality instruction

We help your teachers demonstrate proficiency by actively engaging educators in their own learning to help retain lessons on using technology to solve classroom challenges.

These opportunities can take the form of “blended” professional learning, webinars, or on-site workshops depending on your preferences. All Federal Funding eligible!

Better prepare students for the future by investing in the educators that are leading the way.
Purchasing with us is easy through our many procurement contracts!

Contact your account manager to ensure your purchase qualifies.

VISUALSOUND
Since 1967
The Source for Audio Visual Solutions!

(800) 523-7525 | info@VISUALSOUND.COM

VISUALSOUND.COM